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Introduction 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is Scott J. Rubin.  My business address is 333 Oak Lane, Bloomsburg, PA. 3 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 4 

A. I am an independent consultant and an attorney.  My practice is limited to matters 5 

affecting the public utility industry. 6 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this case? 7 

A. I am testifying for the Office of the Attorney General, on behalf of the People of the State 8 

of Illinois (“AG”), and the Environmental Law & Policy Center (“ELPC”) to review the 9 

cost of service studies and proposed rate designs filed by The Peoples Gas Light and 10 

Coke Company (“PGL” or “Peoples Gas”) and North Shore Gas Company (“NS” or 11 

“North Shore”) (collectively, the “Companies”). 12 

Q. What are your qualifications to provide this testimony in this case? 13 

A. I have testified as an expert witness before utility commissions or courts in the District of 14 

Columbia; the province of Nova Scotia; and the states of Alaska, Arizona, California, 15 

Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New 16 

Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.  I also have testified as an 17 

expert witness before two committees of the U.S. House of Representatives and one 18 

committee of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives.  I also have served as a 19 

consultant to the staffs of two state utility commissions, as well as to several national 20 

utility trade associations, and state and local governments throughout the country.   Prior 21 

to establishing my own consulting and law practice,  I was employed by the Pennsylvania 22 
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Office of Consumer Advocate from 1983 through January 1994 in increasingly 23 

responsible positions. From 1990 until I left state government, I was one of two senior 24 

attorneys in that Office.  Among my other responsibilities in that position, I had a major 25 

role in setting its policy positions on water and electric matters.  In addition, I was 26 

responsible for supervising the technical staff of that Office.  I also testified as an expert 27 

witness for that Office on rate design and cost of service issues. 28 

  Throughout my career, I developed substantial expertise in matters relating to the 29 

economic regulation of public utilities.  I have published articles, contributed to books, 30 

written speeches, and delivered numerous presentations, on both the national and state 31 

level, relating to regulatory issues.  I have attended numerous continuing education 32 

courses involving the utility industry.  I also have participated as a faculty member in 33 

utility-related educational programs for the Institute for Public Utilities at Michigan State 34 

University, the American Water Works Association, and the Pennsylvania Bar Institute. 35 

Q. Do you have any experience that is particularly relevant to the issues in this case? 36 

A. Yes, I do.  I have testified on numerous occasions as a rate design and cost of service 37 

expert.  In the natural gas sector, I have testified or provided consulting services for 38 

public advocates on rate design and cost of service issues in rate cases involving natural 39 

gas distribution utilities in Connecticut, Illinois, New Hampshire, Nova Scotia, and Ohio.  40 

This includes the 2009, 2011, and 2012 rate cases for PGL and NS in which I testified for 41 

the AG. 42 
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Summary 43 

Q. What is the primary focus of your direct testimony? 44 

A. My testimony focuses on the Companies’ proposed rate design for residential customers. 45 

Q. Did you review the testimony and exhibits of any of the Companies’ witnesses?  46 

A. Yes.  I reviewed the testimony, exhibits, and workpapers relating to the cost-of-service 47 

studies and residential rate design of the following witnesses:  Joylyn Hoffman Malueg 48 

(NS Ex. 14.0 and PGL Ex. 14.0) and Debra Egelhoff (NS Ex. 15.0 and PGL Ex. 15.0).  I 49 

also reviewed the relevant portions of each company's filings (the E schedules and 50 

associated workpapers) and numerous responses to discovery requests that were provided 51 

by the Companies. 52 

Q. Please summarize your conclusions. 53 

A. My conclusions can be summarized as follows: 54 

� After reviewing detailed billing data for the Companies, it appears that 55 
there may be thousands of residential customers who are misclassified as 56 
between heating and non-heating.  I recommend that the Companies 57 
investigate and improve the classification of residential customers and 58 
report back to the Commission on the Companies' findings and the 59 
corrective actions the Companies will take. 60 

� I recommend that the Commission reject the Companies' proposals to 61 
move closer to pure straight fixed-variable ("SFV") pricing.  Such a 62 
movement would create serious inequities and cross-subsidies within the 63 
residential space heating class.  Moreover, I conclude that such a 64 
movement is both unnecessary (given the use of other rate mechanisms to 65 
achieve revenue stability) and contrary to the State's energy efficiency 66 
policies. 67 

� Instead, I recommend that the Companies begin moving away from SFV 68 
pricing to enhance the fairness of its residential rate structure and to send 69 
appropriate price signals to encourage conservation.  Specifically, I 70 
recommend that, under the Companies' proposed revenue requirements, 71 
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the Companies' residential customer charges remain at their current levels.  72 
If the Commission determines a lesser revenue requirement, then I present 73 
a proposal to scale back the customer charges to begin the process of 74 
restoring residential customer charges to more traditional levels.  75 

Q. Before you review the Company’s proposals, do you have any preliminary matters 76 

to address? 77 

A. Yes.  There are two preliminary matters I want to address.  First, I want to make clear at 78 

the outset that my testimony and analysis are based on the Companies’ proposed revenue 79 

requirements as originally filed.  This is a standard practice because it allows different 80 

parties’ cost of service and rate design recommendations to be compared on an “apples-81 

to-apples” basis.  This should not be taken, however, as an endorsement by me, the AG, 82 

or ELPC of the Companies’ proposed revenue requirements. 83 

  Second, throughout my testimony, I will be referring to the results of analyses I 84 

conducted using actual billing data for Peoples Gas and North Shore.  In discovery 85 

(responses to data requests PGL AG 8.01 and NS AG 9.01), the Companies provided me 86 

with actual billing data for each month of the historical year spanning July 2012 to June 87 

2013 for each of its residential customers.  The data set consists of more than 7 million 88 

records for Peoples Gas and more than 1 million records for North Shore.  In order to 89 

analyze that data, I used statistical analysis software to combine the monthly data, by 90 

customer identifier, into one annual record for each customer.   91 

Q. Can you elaborate on your analysis of the Company-supplied data? 92 

A. Yes.  The above-referenced data set also contains a proration field that indicates the 93 

percentage of a full 30-day month represented by the billing data.  For example, if the 94 

time between meter reads was 32 days, the proration for that month would be 1.066667 95 
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(32 ÷ 30).  To estimate annual consumption for each customer, I took all customers who 96 

received at least 11 bills and whose prorations totaled at least 11.5 months.  I then 97 

annualized the total consumption for the year by dividing by the proration total over 12.  98 

For example, if a customer's prorations totaled exactly 12 months, there was no 99 

adjustment.  If the total was less than 12, normalized annual consumption is higher than 100 

the billed amount, and if the total was more than 12, normalized consumption is less than 101 

the billed amount.     102 

  Using this approach (that is, eliminating customer accounts with fewer than 11 103 

bills issued during the year and normalizing consumption) results in a comprehensive set 104 

of data for each company with a full 12 months of consumption for each customer, 105 

without regard to billing cycles during the year.  In total, the data set I worked with, and 106 

that I discuss throughout the testimony, has data for 618,515 Peoples Gas customers and 107 

129,787 North Shore customers. 108 

 Residential Rate Design History 109 

Q. Please describe your general understanding of the Companies’ existing residential 110 

rate design and how we arrived at this point. 111 

A. In their last distribution rate cases (Docket Nos. 12-0511 and 12-0512), PGL and NS 112 

proposed to establish separate rates and customer classes for residential heating and non-113 

heating customers.  The AG had advocated for such a change in previous cases and 114 

strongly supported the Companies' proposal in the last case.  The proposal stemmed from 115 

the Commission order in the Companies’ 2011 cases that required the Companies to 116 

prepare cost-of-service studies that separated low-use residential customers from higher-117 
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use residential customers.  The Companies implemented this directive by using data in its 118 

customer information system concerning the use of natural gas for space heating; that is, 119 

the Companies equated low-use customers with non-heating customers.  120 

  The result of separating heating and non-heating customers into different classes 121 

was a substantial reduction in the bills for non-heating customers, due to the significantly 122 

lower demand-related costs of serving those customers.  123 

  The Companies’ residential rates consist of a fixed-price customer charge and a 124 

single consumption charge levied on each therm of gas.  The rates are different for each 125 

customer class.  In addition, several riders apply to residential customers, including Rider 126 

SSC to recover storage costs and Rider VBA to adjust revenues for changes in gas 127 

consumption by the residential and small commercial customer classes.  128 

Classification of Residential Customers 129 

Q. How do the Companies determine whether a customer is a "heating" or "non-130 

heating" customer? 131 

A. The Companies assigned customers to a customer class based on information that was 132 

contained in the Companies' billing records at the conclusion of their last rate case.  In the 133 

last case, the Companies explained that heating / non-heating information in the billing 134 

records is based on information at the time gas service is connected.  See PGL response 135 

to Staff data request CB 2.02 in Docket No. 12-0512, attached hereto as AG/ELPC 136 

Exhibit 3.1.  I do not know what efforts, if any, the Companies undertook to verify that 137 

each customer was properly classified based on the customer's current use of natural gas. 138 
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Q. Is there a clear-cut dividing line between heating and non-heating customers based 139 

on the amount of gas they use? 140 

A. Generally, customers who do not use natural gas for space heating tend to use very small 141 

amounts of gas.  Most such customers use an average of fewer than 10 therms per month, 142 

with almost all of them using an average of less than 20 therms per month.  For example, 143 

from my analysis of PGL's actual billing data, only 15% of non-heating customers use an 144 

average of more than 10 therms per month and just 8% of non-heating customers use an 145 

average of more than 20 therms per month.  In contrast, about 94% of PGL's heating 146 

customers use an average of 20 therms per month or more. 147 

Q. Are there any general rules of thumb about the amount of natural gas used by 148 

residential heating and non-heating customers? 149 

A. Yes.  The U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Information Administration periodically 150 

conducts the Residential Energy Consumption Survey ("RECS").  The most recent survey 151 

for which a full report has been issued was conducted in 2009.  Table CE4.8 of the RECS 152 

shows the average energy consumption by households in the Midwest for different fuels 153 

and end uses.  A copy of the table is provided as AG/ELPC Exhibit 3.2.  For homes that 154 

heat with natural gas in Illinois, the average home used 725 therms per year for space 155 

heating.1  Water heating takes an average of 229 therms per year and all other households 156 

uses of natural gas (cooking, clothes drying, etc.) total just 149 therms per year, on 157 

average. 158 

                                                
1 The RECS reports energy usage in million Btu.  One therm is approximately 100,000 Btu, so the million Btu data 
shown in the RECS table for natural gas usage can be multiplied by 10 to yield the number of therms of natural gas. 
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  Not surprisingly, the RECS data for the Midwest show a very strong relationship 159 

between the number of square feet in a home and the amount of gas needed for space 160 

heating.  The smallest housing units surveyed (less than 500 square feet) used an average 161 

of 472 therms for space heating annually and 147 therms for all other uses.  In contrast, 162 

the largest homes (4,000 square feet or more) used an average of 937 therms for space 163 

heating and 557 therms for all other uses. 164 

  Generally, then, it would be highly unlikely for a residential customer not using 165 

gas for space heating to use more than 750 therms per year (roughly twice the average 166 

amount of gas needed for water heating and other uses in Illinois).  On the other hand, it 167 

would be equally unlikely for a space heating customer to use less than 250 therms per 168 

year (roughly one-half the average amount needed to heat a 500 square foot housing 169 

unit). 170 

Q. Do Peoples Gas and North Shore have customers who use gas at those extreme 171 

levels? 172 

A. Yes.  According to the Companies' actual billing data, approximately 30,000 PGL 173 

"heating" customers used less than 250 therms during the test year.  About one-third of 174 

those (about 10,000 customers) used less than 100 therms for the year.  While some of 175 

these accounts may represent vacant units, it is highly unlikely that all of these housing 176 

units are truly space heating customers. 177 

  Similarly, for North Shore there were approximately 2,200 "heating" customers 178 

who used less than 250 therms during the year, of which more than 600 used less than 179 
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100 therms.  Again, it is highly unlikely that all of these customers are truly using gas for 180 

space heating. 181 

Q. Are there other indications that some customers may be improperly classified as 182 

heating customers? 183 

A. Yes.  It is obvious that heating customers use significantly more gas in the winter months 184 

than they use in non-heating months.  The RECS data indicate that the average heating 185 

customer in Illinois used 725 therms annually for space heating.  That gas is used in four 186 

or five months (an average of 150 to 200 therms per month).  All other gas uses average 187 

about 370 therms spread over all 12 months (an average of about 30 therms per month).  188 

From the billing data, I calculated the ratio of consumption during January to 189 

consumption during July for each customer.  For PGL heating customers, the typical 190 

(median) customer had a ratio of about 11 to 1; that is, the customer used about 11 times 191 

more gas in January than he/she used in July (for NS the median ratio is about 9 to 1).  192 

Based on the RECS data, as well as my own experience as a gas heating customer, these 193 

ratios make sense to me.  In contrast, the typical (median) non-heating customer had a 194 

ratio of only about 1.4 to 1 (PGL) or 1.2 to 1 (NS); that is, the customer used only about 195 

20% to 40% more gas in January than he/she used in July.  Again, that result makes 196 

sense, and would be consistent with the additional amount of energy needed to heat water 197 

in the winter, given the lower inlet temperature of water during the winter months. 198 

Q. Are there "heating" customers whose winter:summer ratios look more like a non-199 

heating customer? 200 

A. Yes.  About 20% of the Peoples Gas "heating" customers who use less than 250 therms 201 

per year had winter:summer usage ratios of 1.5 or less.  In other words, these customers 202 
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have usage profiles that look exactly like non-heating customers:  annual usage of less 203 

than 250 therms with winter consumption only slightly higher than summer consumption.  204 

I estimate that there are at least 4,000 Peoples Gas "heating" customers who fit this 205 

profile, and there may be more. 206 

  Similarly, for North Shore about 35% of the "heating" customers who use less 207 

than 250 therms per year had winter:summer usage ratios of 1.5 or less.  I estimate that 208 

there are at least several hundred North Shore "heating" customers who fit this profile, 209 

and there may be more. 210 

Q. Is the opposite also true; that is, are there customers classified as "non-heating" 211 

who actually may be heating customers? 212 

A. Yes, it appears that there are customers classified as "non-heating" who are really using 213 

gas for space heating.  For Peoples Gas, there are more than 1,200 "non-heating" 214 

customers who used more than 750 therms during the test year.  Approximately 75% of 215 

these customers had January consumption that was at least four times higher than July 216 

consumption, and fully 50% had a winter:summer usage ratio of 10 times or more.  In 217 

other words, I estimate that there are at least 600 Peoples Gas "non-heating" customers 218 

who look exactly like heating customers -- they have annual gas usage in excess of 750 219 

therms and they use significantly more gas in the winter than they do in the summer. 220 

  For North Shore the number of potentially affected customers is much smaller.  221 

There are approximately 60 "non-heating" customers who used more than 750 therms 222 

during the test year.  About half of those customers had winter:summer usage ratios in 223 
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excess of 8.0, which makes it highly likely that they are actually using gas for space 224 

heating. 225 

Q. Why does it matter if a customer is correctly classified? 226 

A. It matters because there is a large difference in the bill a customer pays for the same 227 

amount of gas consumption, depending on whether the customer is billed under the 228 

heating or non-heating rate schedule.  For Peoples Gas, the non-heating customer charge 229 

is $13.60 per month and each therm costs $0.42032 in delivery charges under present 230 

rates.  Currently, the heating customer charge is $26.91 per month and the per-therm 231 

delivery charge is $0.18885.  There also is a difference in the delivery rate per therm 232 

currently charged under Rider VBA ($0.01594 vs. $0.00703 for non-heating and heating, 233 

respectively).   234 

  I calculate that the cross-over point under current rates is 665 therms per month.  235 

That is, the non-heating bill is lower than the heating bill if a customer uses less than 665 236 

therms per month.  On the other hand, if a customer uses more than 665 therms per 237 

month, the bill calculated under the heating rate would be lower than the bill calculated 238 

under the non-heating rate.  Nearly all customers use less than 665 therms in one month 239 

(even during the winter), so non-heating rates nearly always result in lower bills than 240 

heating rates.  Consequently, if a PGL customer is not using gas for space heating, but 241 

has been mistakenly placed on the HTG rate, the customer would be paying substantially 242 

more for gas service than it should be paying. 243 
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Q. Are the rate differences similar for North Shore? 244 

A. There are rate differences between North Shore HTG and NH customers, but the cross-245 

over point is very different than it is for Peoples Gas.  For North Shore, the non-heating 246 

customer charge is $13.65 per month and each therm costs $0.25208 in delivery charges 247 

under present rates.  Currently, the heating customer charge is $23.75 per month and the 248 

per-therm delivery charge is $0.10385.  There also is a difference in the rate per therm 249 

currently charged under Rider VBA ($0.02084 vs. $0.00323 for non-heating and heating, 250 

respectively).   251 

  Applying these rates, I calculate that the cross-over point under current rates is 61 252 

therms per month.  That is, the bill for usage in the typical range for a heating customer 253 

during the winter is lower under North Shore's heating rate than it would be under the 254 

non-heating rate.  Consequently, if a North Shore customer is using gas for space heating 255 

but has been misclassified as a non-heating customer, the customer's bill would be higher 256 

in the winter than it would be under the proper HTG rate schedule. 257 

Q. Can you provide an example? 258 

A. Yes, let's take an example of a Peoples Gas customer who uses 20 therms in a summer 259 

month.  If the customer is billed under the non-heating rate, the distribution bill would be: 260 

$13.60 + (20 x $0.42032) + (20 x $0.01594) = $22.38.  The same consumption billed 261 

under the heating rate would be: $26.91 + (20 x $0.18885) + (20 x $0.00703) = $30.83, a 262 

charge that is almost 38% more than the same usage billed to a non-heating customer.  263 

The rate differential is cost-based because of differences in demand-related costs to serve 264 

heating customers (the heating customer's winter usage that is 11 times greater than 265 
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summer usage results in significant costs to the system).2  If a customer is not really a 266 

heating customer, however, then it would be grossly unfair and discriminatory to charge 267 

the customer the heating rates instead of the non-heating rates. 268 

  It is also unfair to charge a heating customer non-heating rates.  For Peoples Gas, 269 

where the NH bill is nearly always lower than the HTG bill, if a customer knows about 270 

the different rates (which is unlikely), the customer may feel as if he/she is getting a 271 

bargain by being charged the non-heating rate.  In fact, though, it means that the 272 

misclassified customer is not paying his/her fair share of the demand-related costs the 273 

customer is imposing on the system.  Consequently, the rates for all other customers are 274 

higher when heating customers are mistakenly charged the rate for non-heating 275 

customers. 276 

  For North Shore, if a heating customer is mistakenly put on the NH rate schedule, 277 

the customer's winter bills would be higher than they would be under the proper HTG 278 

rate schedule.  279 

Q. What do you recommend? 280 

A. I recommend that the Companies investigate and improve the classification of residential 281 

customers and report back to the Commission on the Companies' findings, including the 282 

corrective actions the Companies will take.  I do not know the specific procedures the 283 

Companies will need to take to audit and correct these problems, though I have identified 284 

above the types of usage profiles that could be used to initially identify customers who 285 

                                                
2 PGL's cost-of-service study shows that average demand costs for a heating customer are $21.94 per month, while 
demand costs for a non-heating customer average only $1.45 per month.  PGL Ex. 14.2, p. 3, line 38, cols. C and D. 
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might be misclassified.  As a matter of fairness to all customers, however, I would 286 

encourage the Companies to undertake corrective actions as quickly as possible. Ensuring 287 

that all customers are placed in the proper customer class is a matter of fundamental 288 

fairness to all customers.  If the Companies cannot complete this process by the close of 289 

the record in this case, or if they refuse to voluntarily undertake this important task, then I 290 

would recommend that the Commission order the Companies to do so as quickly as 291 

possible following the conclusion of this case. 292 

Residential Rate Design 293 

Peoples Gas 294 

Q. What is your understanding of PGL's proposed rate design for the residential 295 

heating and non-heating classes? 296 

A. Peoples Gas proposes to substantially increase the customer charges for both heating 297 

("HTG") and non-heating ("NH") customers and to reduce the per-therm distribution 298 

charges for both classes.  In particular, Peoples Gas proposes the rate increases shown in 299 

the following table. 300 

Rate Present PGL Proposed % Increase 
HTG customer charge $26.91 $38.50 + 43.1% 
HTG volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.19588 $0.14919 - 23.8% 

NH customer charge $13.60 $16.70 + 22.8% 
NH volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.43626 $0.24087 - 44.8% 

 301 
Q. Do these types of rate changes make sense to you? 302 

A. No, they do not make sense.  First, these proposed changes need to be placed in context.  303 

Peoples Gas is proposing to increase its HTG revenues by approximately 17.3% and its 304 
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NH revenues by approximately 9.6%.  The proposed changes are significant and would 305 

result in customer bill impacts being very different from the class average increase.  306 

Specifically, low-use customers would see much greater than average increases, while 307 

high-use customers would have increases much lower than average, and in some cases 308 

even decreases in their total distribution bill.  Moreover, PGL's proposals are not 309 

consistent with either sound rate design principles or reasonable cost-of-service 310 

principles. 311 

Q. Why does Peoples Gas say that it wants to make such aggressive rate changes? 312 

A. PGL wants to increase the amount of revenue it receives from customers through non-313 

variable charges. Under present rates, PGL's customer charges collect approximately 62% 314 

(HTG) and 81% (NH) of non-storage revenues.  The proposed rate changes would 315 

increase those percentages to approximately 75% (HTG) and 90% (NH). 316 

Q. Does it make sense to have customer charges recover such a high percentage of the 317 

class's revenues? 318 

A. No, especially not for heating customers.  A significant portion of the cost of serving 319 

heating customers is demand-related costs.  In classes that have demand meters, demand-320 

related costs are collected from customers in proportion to each customer's actual 321 

demand.  In classes without demand meters (like the residential classes), however, the 322 

fairest way to recover those demand-related costs is in proportion to a customer's usage 323 

of gas.  For the PGL HTG class, the cost-of-service study shows that 37% of the non-324 

storage cost of service is demand-related.3  This means that, under PGL's own cost-of-325 

                                                
3 Demand cost of $172,867,357 less storage costs of $22,686,058, out of total cost of $427,887,332 less $22,686,058 
storage costs, from PGL Ex. 14.2, p. 1, lines 8, 14, 38 and 42, col. D. 
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service study, there is no justification for collecting more than 63% of the cost of service 326 

through the customer charge.  PGL's existing rates already recover 62% of residential 327 

revenues through the customer charge, so there is no justification for a substantial 328 

increase in that charge. 329 

  Moreover, the percentages from the cost-of-service study assume that it is proper 330 

to recover all distribution-related costs that are classified as customer-related through the 331 

customer charge.  Traditionally, PGL (and many other gas utilities) collected a portion of 332 

those customer-related distribution costs (such as the customer component of distribution 333 

mains) through a volumetric charge, reasoning that because higher-use customers made 334 

more use of the mains, it was reasonable to collect a portion of the cost based on usage.  335 

Thus, based on PGL's own cost study, 63% would be the maximum theoretical amount of 336 

cost that should be collected through the customer charge for HTG customers; it is not 337 

necessarily the correct amount to be collected when other policies are considered. 338 

  The comparable analysis for PGL's NH customer class shows that approximately 339 

7% of the cost of serving the class is demand-related.4 This means that 93% of the NH 340 

cost of service is customer related.  Again, this is the theoretical maximum amount that 341 

should be collected through the NH customer charge. 342 

                                                                                                                                

 
4 Demand cost of $1,853,671 less storage costs of $215,250 out of total cost of $23,728,864 less $215,250 storage 
costs, from PGL Ex. 14.2, p. 1, lines 8, 14, 38 and 42, col. C. 
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Q. Are there reasons why a utility would prefer to collect most of its revenues through 343 

a customer charge? 344 

A. Yes.  When a utility's sales are declining, as appears to be the case with PGL now (at 345 

least based on its forecasted test year data),5 the utility would like to collect more of its 346 

revenues through the customer charge.  Conversely, when a utility's sales are increasing – 347 

as was the case for PGL and many gas utilities for several decades -- the utility prefers to 348 

have more revenues collected through volumetric charges. 349 

  In addition, there is a general concern with revenue stability; that is, the utility's 350 

ability to assure that it collects a relatively consistent amount of revenues from one period 351 

to another.  With a utility service that is highly weather-sensitive, such as natural gas 352 

used for space heating, it is not feasible to have very stable revenues from one month to 353 

the next, so revenue stability is more appropriately considered on an annual basis.  354 

Q. Is annual revenue stability a concern for PGL? 355 

A. No, it is not.  PGL has three rate mechanisms in place that essentially assure PGL that it 356 

will recover approximately the same annual level of residential revenues each year.  357 

Rider VBA adjusts PGL's revenue collections for any changes in consumption as 358 

compared to the forecasted amount.  This is achieved through an annual reconciliation 359 

that ensures that the Company receives the revenue requirement for the residential and 360 

small commercial customer classes (the vast majority of its customer base) that was 361 

established in the last rate case.  That is, if revenues in a given class fall below the 362 

                                                
5 PGL's adjustments for weather normalization and "known and measurable changes" reduce the actual test year 
consumption for residential heating customers by more than 57 million therms, or by approximately 8%.  PGL 
Section 285.5025 filing requirement, Schedule E-4, Section B, p. 1. 
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previously established revenue requirement set by the Commission, surcharges are 363 

assessed through Rider VBA in April through December of the following year.  364 

(Likewise, credits are assessed through Rider VBA if revenues in a given class exceed 365 

the class revenue requirement.)  366 

  Similarly, Rider SSC essentially assures Peoples Gas that it will collect its 367 

storage-related costs, not only by adjusting for actual vs. projected payments for storage 368 

within the residential customer class, but even permitting the shifting of costs among 369 

classes for differences in storage utilization.   370 

  In addition, the Company is essentially guaranteed a designated level of revenues 371 

for uncollectible accounts through Rider UEA.  This rider provides for monthly 372 

adjustments to customers' bills for any over- or under-collections of PGL's actual 373 

uncollectible accounts expense. 374 

  Collectively, these three ratemaking mechanisms remove any uncertainties the 375 

Companies may have concerning the annual level of revenue collection from residential 376 

customers. 377 

Q. Does PGL's revenue stability benefit from any other tariff provisions? 378 

A. Yes.  I am advised by counsel that Peoples Gas will begin implementing a new monthly 379 

revenue adjustment mechanism called Rider QIP.  Rider QIP was approved by the 380 

Commission’s final Order in ICC Docket No. 13-0534 and became effective January 1, 381 

2014.  Rider QIP allows PGL to collect a return of and on qualifying infrastructure 382 

investments, as defined in new Section 9-220.3 of the Public Utilities Act.  This new rider 383 

will ensure that PGL's costs for new distribution facilities are collected from customers as 384 
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the facilities are completed, rather than having to wait for the filing and completion of a 385 

new distribution rate case. 386 

Q. Why are those ratemaking mechanisms important in the context of this case? 387 

A. Those mechanisms are important because they remove any concerns Peoples Gas 388 

otherwise may have with revenue stability.  There is no need to have high customer 389 

charges to enhance annual revenue stability when Riders VBA, SSC, UEA, and QIP 390 

already provide PGL with those assurances. 391 

  I would note that the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission recently reached 392 

precisely this conclusion about revenue stability when considering a revenue decoupling 393 

mechanism (like Rider VBA) and the residential customer charge for another natural gas 394 

utility.  In CenterPoint Energy Resources, Docket No. G-008/GR-13-316 (Minn. PUC 395 

June 9, 2014), that commission rejected the utility's request for a large increase in the 396 

customer charge (from $8.00 to $12.00) and set the customer charge at $9.50 for all 397 

residential customers (heating and non-heating).  That commission stated: "full revenue 398 

decoupling achieves a revenue-stabilization objective that might otherwise be 399 

accomplished by an increased customer charge.  Both effectively reduce revenue 400 

volatility for the Company, protecting its ability to recover fixed costs from unexpected 401 

usage variations caused by weather or other factors. … Given the protection provided by 402 

revenue decoupling, the Commission will not approve the Company's proposed increase 403 

…"  Id., slip op., p. 51. 404 
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Q. Has the Illinois Commission also recognized that Rider VBA and high fixed charges 405 

are redundant ways to address the issue of revenue stability? 406 

A. Yes.  This Commission addressed this issue in an August 30, 2013 report to the General 407 

Assembly entitled, Report to the Illinois General Assembly Concerning Coordination 408 

Between Gas and Electric Utility Energy Efficiency Programs and Spending Limits for 409 

Gas Utility Energy Efficiency Programs (cited below as "ICC Report").  In that report, 410 

this Commission stated that because of Rider VBA, "the Commission can provide a 411 

mechanism for revenue stability that lowers the monthly customer charges and increases 412 

the volumetric charges.  Such a change can decrease energy use by providing a greater 413 

price signal" to customers.  ICC Report, p. 23.  In other words, because of the various 414 

adjustment riders in PGL's tariff, it is no longer necessary (assuming for the sake of 415 

argument that it ever was necessary) for PGL to have high customer charges.  The issue 416 

of revenue stability is addressed through the riders; it does not need to be addressed again 417 

through the rate design. 418 

Q. Are there other policy implications the Commission should consider in examining 419 

the customer charge issue in this case? 420 

A. Yes.  I am advised by counsel that the Illinois General Assembly, in its passage of 421 

Section 8-104 of the Public Utilities Act, made clear its interest in reducing the amount of 422 

natural gas delivered to utility customers and reducing the cost of utility bills that 423 

customers pay. To that end, I am advised that Section 8-104(c) requires specific 424 

reductions in the use of natural gas on an annual basis.  Moving even closer to SFV rates, 425 

as Peoples Gas proposes, undermines this public policy objective by reducing the amount 426 

of the customer bill that can be reduced through conservation and energy efficiency.  427 
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Giving PGL’s customers more control over their natural gas bills by reducing the 428 

customer charge gives customers an important incentive to reduce energy usage.  429 

Q. Has the Commission recognized that moving away from SFV rates could help the 430 

State meet its energy efficiency goals? 431 

A. Yes, it has.  In the ICC Report, the Commission recognized that reducing the customer 432 

charge while increasing variable charges could reduce overall natural gas usage and assist 433 

in the achievement of statutory natural gas usage reduction goals in a cost-effective 434 

manner.  The Commission stated: 435 

The importance of these findings is that increasing the volumetric 436 
distribution charge by even 10% (the distribution charge is approximately 437 
40%-50% of the bill) could lead to a 0.4%-0.5% short term reduction and 438 
0.88%-1.1% long-term reduction in gas use over what it would be with the 439 
lower volumetric price. Since altering the volumetric charge does not 440 
affect the average cost of delivery service to retail customers (it does 441 
affect the costs to individual customers but on average a customer pays the 442 
same amount), these additional savings can be achieved without increasing 443 
the [energy efficiency program] budget limitations. If prices and weather 444 
are similar to what was experienced in 2009, one should expect that 445 
increasing the volumetric distribution charge by 10% would achieve a 446 
usage reduction that is about half of the May 31, 2015 goal of 0.8%.  447 

 ICC Report, p. 24.  Thus, the Commission agreed that enabling customers to have more 448 

control over their natural gas bills serves the statutory goal of reducing natural gas 449 

consumption in a cost-effective manner. 450 

Q. Are there other reasons why PGL's proposed rate design should not be approved? 451 

A. Yes.  PGL's proposed rate design would further shift the burden of revenue collections 452 

onto low-use residential customers.  Using PGL's actual billing data for the test year, I 453 

determined that for HTG customers, annual bill impacts would range from bill reductions 454 

(for a few thousand very high-use customers) to increases in excess of 30% (for the more 455 
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than 30,000 customers using less than 250 therms per year).  While some of the impacts 456 

for very low-use customers might be eliminated if those customers turned out to be NH 457 

customers, there would remain increases in the range of 25% or more for tens of 458 

thousands of customers using between 250 and 750 therms per year.  I show the results of 459 

this analysis on AG/ELPC Exhibit 3.3.6 460 

  The range of impacts is nearly as diverse -- and unwarranted -- for PGL's NH 461 

customers.  As shown on the exhibit, the impacts range from annual increases 462 

approaching 20% (customers using 25 therms or less per year) to sizeable bill reductions 463 

for those customers using more than 200 therms per year.  Once again, validating the 464 

classification of higher-use NH customers might eliminate some of these bill reductions, 465 

but there will remain customers at the high end of the class whose annual bills would be 466 

lower under PGL's rate design than they are now, even though PGL is proposing nearly a 467 

10% increase in revenues collected from the NH class. 468 

Q. What do you recommend? 469 

A. I recommend that PGL should move toward collecting no more than 50% of its HTG 470 

revenues, and no more than 75% of its NH revenues, from the customer charges.  Under 471 

PGL's proposed revenue requirement, these results can be approximated by keeping 472 

PGL's customer charges at their existing amounts, for both heating and non-heating 473 

customers.  Thus, the increase in PGL's proposed increases in the HTG and NH revenue 474 

requirements would be collected solely through increases in the volumetric charges.   475 

                                                
6 The figures in the exhibit also include the impact of PGL's proposed increases in storage costs through Rider SSC.  
Without those changes (which are collected on a volumetric basis), there would be even greater disparity between 
high-use and low-use customers under PGL's rate design proposal. 
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Q. Have you calculated what those rates would be under PGL's proposed revenue 476 

requirement? 477 

A. Yes.  The following table compares my rate design (under PGL's proposed revenue 478 

requirement) with currently effective rates.  I would emphasize that these rates assume 479 

PGL is authorized 100% of the revenue requirement increase it requested. 480 

  481 
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Rate Present AG/ELPC 
Proposed 

% Increase 

HTG customer charge $26.91 $26.91 0.0% 
HTG volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.19588 $0.28382 + 44.5% 

NH customer charge $13.60 $13.60 0.0% 
NH volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.43626 $0.64901 + 48.8% 

 482 
Q. Have you calculated the impact on customers' annual bills of using these rates? 483 

A. Yes.  That analysis also appears on AG/ELPC Exhibit 3.3.  It can be seen that lower-use 484 

customers in each class receive modest rate increases, while those customers who use 485 

more gas see greater impacts on their bills. 486 

Q. What percentage of revenues would be collected through customer charges under 487 

your proposed rate design? 488 

A. Under PGL's proposed revenue requirement, my proposed rate design would collect 489 

approximately 52% of HTG non-storage revenues and 73% of NH non-storage revenues 490 

through the customer charges.  This change will start the process of restoring PGL's 491 

residential customer charges to more traditional levels.  This will rationalize the rate 492 

design, give customers more control over their bills (thereby ensuring consistency with 493 

the State's energy efficiency goals), and start to alleviate some of the impacts of the rate 494 

design on low-income customers that AG witness Colton discusses in his testimony. 495 

Q. What do you recommend if the Commission determines that Peoples Gas should 496 

receive a lower rate increase than Peoples Gas requested? 497 

A. If the Commission determines that the increases allocated to the residential HTG and NH 498 

classes are lower than PGL proposed, I recommend that the rates shown in the above 499 

table should be scaled back proportionately so that the HTG customer charge would be 500 
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designed to collect between approximately 50% and 52% of non-storage revenues and the 501 

NH customer charge would be designed to collect approximately 73% to 75% of non-502 

storage revenues.     503 

North Shore 504 

Q. What is your understanding of North Shore's proposed rate design for the 505 

residential heating and non-heating classes? 506 

A. North Shore proposes to substantially increase the customer charges for both heating 507 

("HTG") and non-heating ("NH") customers and to reduce the per-therm distribution 508 

charges for both classes.  In particular, North Shore proposes the rate increases shown in 509 

the following table. 510 

Rate Present PGL Proposed % Increase 
HTG customer charge $23.75 $29.55 + 24.4% 
HTG volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.10708 $0.07133 - 33.4% 

NH customer charge $13.65 $15.80 + 15.8% 
NH volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.27292 $0.13748 - 49.6% 

 511 
Q. Do these types of rate changes make sense to you? 512 

A. No, they do not make sense.  First, these proposed changes need to be placed in context.  513 

North Shore is proposing to increase its HTG revenues by approximately 5.2% and its 514 

NH revenues by approximately 1.1%.  The proposed changes are significant and would 515 

result in grossly divergent bill impacts for customers.  Moreover, they are not consistent 516 

with either sound rate design principles or reasonable cost-of-service principles. 517 
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Q. Why does North Shore say that it wants to make such aggressive rate changes? 518 

A. NS wants to increase the amount of revenue it receives from customers through non-519 

variable charges. Under present rates, North Shore's customer charges collect 520 

approximately 68% (HTG) and 80% (NH) of non-storage revenues.  The proposed rate 521 

changes would increase those percentages to approximately 80% (HTG) and 90% (NH). 522 

Q. Does it make sense to have customer charges recover such a high percentage of the 523 

class's revenues? 524 

A. No, especially not for heating customers.  A significant portion of the cost of serving 525 

heating customers is demand-related costs.  In classes that have demand meters, demand-526 

related costs are collected from customers in proportion to each customer's actual 527 

demand.  In classes without demand meters (like the residential classes), however, the 528 

fairest way to recover those demand-related costs is in proportion to a customer's usage 529 

of gas.  For the NS HTG class, the cost-of-service study shows that 33% of the non-530 

storage cost of service is demand-related.7  This means that, under North Shore's own 531 

cost-of-service study, there is no justification for collecting more than 67% of the cost of 532 

service through the customer charge.  North Shore's existing rates already recover 68% of 533 

residential revenues through the customer charge, so there is no justification for a 534 

substantial increase in that charge. 535 

  Moreover, the percentages from the cost-of-service study assume that it is proper 536 

to recover all distribution-related costs that are classified as customer-related through the 537 

customer charge.  Traditionally, NS (and many other gas utilities) collected a portion of 538 

                                                
7 Demand cost of $22,193,466 less storage costs of $685,468, out of total cost of $65,697,710 less $685,468 storage 
costs, from NS Ex. 14.2, p. 1, lines 8, 14, 38 and 42, col. D. 
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those customer-related distribution costs (such as the customer component of distribution 539 

mains) through a volumetric charge, reasoning that because higher-use customers made 540 

more use of the mains, it was reasonable to collect a portion of the cost based on usage.  541 

Thus, 67% would be the maximum theoretical amount of cost that should be collected 542 

through the customer charge for HTG customers; it is not necessarily the correct amount 543 

to be collected when other policies are considered. 544 

  The comparable analysis for the NS NH customer class shows that approximately 545 

7% of the cost of serving the class is demand-related.8 This means that 93% of the NH 546 

cost of service is customer related.  Again, this is the theoretical maximum amount that 547 

should be collected through the NH customer charge. 548 

Q. Is your discussion of revenue stability for Peoples Gas equally applicable to North 549 

Shore. 550 

A. Yes.  North Shore also has Riders VBA, SSC, UEA, and QIP that serve to eliminate any 551 

concerns with revenue stability for the residential customer classes. 552 

Q. Is your discussion about the conflict between the State's energy efficiency goals and 553 

SFV pricing also applicable to North Shore's proposed rate design? 554 

A. Yes.  North Shore's proposed rate design would collect an even greater percentage of 555 

residential HTG revenues through the customer charge than would PGL's proposal (80% 556 

for North Shore vs. 75% for Peoples Gas). 557 

                                                
8 Demand cost of $25,367  less storage costs of $642 out of total cost of $354,504 less $642 storage costs, from NS 
Ex. 14.2, p. 1, lines 8, 14, 38 and 42, col. C. 
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Q. Did you perform the same type of customer impact analysis for North Shore that 558 

you performed for Peoples Gas? 559 

A. Yes, I present the results of my customer impact analysis for North Shore on AG/ELPC 560 

Exhibit 3.4.9  The impacts are similar to those I observed for Peoples Gas.  North Shore's 561 

proposed rate design would further shift the burden of revenue collections onto low-use 562 

residential customers.  Using North Shore's actual billing data for the historical 2012-563 

2013 year, I determined that for HTG customers, annual bill impacts would range from 564 

bill reductions for more than 24,000 customers (about one in every five customers) to 565 

increases in excess of 15% (for the more than 7,000 customers using less than 500 therms 566 

per year).  While some of the impacts for very low-use customers would be eliminated if 567 

those customers turn out to be NH customers, there would remain increases in the range 568 

of 10% or more for tens of thousands of customers using between 250 and 750 therms per 569 

year. 570 

  The range of impacts is nearly as diverse -- and unwarranted -- for NS NH 571 

customers.  As shown on the exhibit, the impacts range from annual increases 572 

approaching 15% (customers using 25 therms or less per year) to sizeable bill reductions 573 

for those customers using more than 200 therms per year.  Once again, validating the 574 

classification of higher-use NH customers might eliminate some of these bill reductions, 575 

but there will remain customers at the high end of the class whose annual bills would be 576 

lower under the NS rate design than they are now. 577 

                                                
9 The figures in the exhibit also include the impact of North Shore's proposed increases in storage costs through 
Rider SSC.  Without those changes (which are collected on a volumetric basis), there would be even greater 
disparity between high-use and low-use customers under North Shore's rate design proposal. 
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Q. What do you recommend? 578 

A. I recommend that North Shore should move toward collecting no more than 50% of its 579 

HTG revenues, and no more than 75% of its NH revenues, from the customer charges.  580 

Under North Shore's proposed revenue requirement (which has a relatively smaller 581 

increase in revenue requirement compared to PGL's proposal), the effects on larger-use 582 

HTG customers might be severe if the change were made in one step.  I recommend, 583 

therefore, that under North Shore's proposed revenue requirement the residential 584 

customer charges should remain at their existing amounts.   585 

Q. Have you calculated what those rates would be under the NS proposed revenue 586 

requirement? 587 

A. Yes.  The following table compares my rate design (under North Shore's proposed 588 

revenue requirement) with currently effective rates.  I would emphasize that these rates 589 

assume NS is authorized 100% of the revenue requirement increase it requested. 590 

Rate Present AG/ELPC 
Proposed 

% Increase 

HTG customer charge $23.75 $23.75 0.0% 
HTG volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.10708 $0.12755 + 22.8% 

NH customer charge $13.65 $13.65 0.0% 
NH volumetric charge 
(including VBA) 

$0.27292 $0.30634 + 21.5% 

 591 
Q. Have you calculated the impact on customers' annual bills of using these rates? 592 

A. Yes.  That analysis also appears on AG/ELPC Exhibit 3.4.  It can be seen that lower-use 593 

customers in each class receive modest rate increases, while those customers who use 594 

more gas see greater impacts on their bills. 595 
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Q. What percentage of revenues would be collected through customer charges under 596 

your proposed rate design? 597 

A. Under North Shore's proposed revenue requirement, my proposed rate design would 598 

collect approximately 64% of HTG non-storage revenues and 78% of NH non-storage 599 

revenues through the customer charges. 600 

Q. What do you recommend if the Commission determines that North Shore should 601 

receive a lower rate increase than North Shore requested? 602 

A. If the Commission determines that the increases allocated to the residential HTG and NH 603 

classes are lower than NS proposed, I recommend that the rates shown in the above table 604 

should be scaled back proportionately so that the HTG customer charge would be 605 

designed to collect no more than approximately 64% of non-storage revenues and the NH 606 

customer charge would be designed to collect approximately 75% to 78% of non-storage 607 

revenues.   608 

  As is the case with my proposal for PGL's rate design, my proposal for NS 609 

residential rates would start the process of restoring residential customer charges to more 610 

traditional levels.  This will rationalize the rate design, give customers more control over 611 

their bills (thereby ensuring consistency with the State's energy efficiency goals), and 612 

start to alleviate some of the impacts of the rate design on low-income customers that AG 613 

witness Colton discusses in his testimony. 614 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 615 

A. Yes, it does. 616 


